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Spring 2013 News

Northern CC
The snow and bad weather hampered building and fascia modifications for many clubs this year and therefore
had a knock on effect delaying ESU scoreboard installations. The first of these took place on 22nd March at
Northern CC.
Brian Lewis, a former club president and first team cricket captain,
sadly passed away 18 months ago. He generously left a legacy to
the club, to be spent on a capital purchase to improve the club
facilities.

It was agreed with the trustee to the legacy to use this to refurbish
the existing scorebox by fitting a new electronic scoreboard. The
club chose ESU to supply and install the scoreboard, which as you
can see was completed in extreme conditions. Paul Wills, club Vice
President said “It will look fantastic (once the snow has gone!) and
will be a fitting and lasting tribute to Brian, for which we are
extremely grateful.”

Bedford School
Bedford School purchased a scoreboard from one of our competitors but contacted us because they were very
dissatisfied with it - it could not be seen from the required area, was  not visible in certain conditions and had
never worked for an entire game. A site visit and demonstration was arranged and having seen our product the
school decided that they would like ESU to supply a replacement.

Following several meetings and consultations, it was decided to remove the
existing electronics, modify the boxes and install the new digits. The installation
was due to take place during half term, but just prior to this the boxes were
removed so ESU had to come up with a solution to house the scoreboard on the
existing framework. The board was split into three boxes clad in aluminium
composite with embedded apertures from polycarbonate with a low profile
plastic extrusion frame. The boxes were fitted with the electronic kit in ESU’s
factory in Essex and transported to the school where they were then mounted
onto the frame.

Second Solar Powered Scoreboard for Edmonton CC
In 2011 Edmonton CC chose ESU to refurbish their scorebox. As there
was no mains electricity available, ESU fitted a solar panel to power the
electromechanical digits. When the club decided that they wanted a
scoreboard for their second pitch they asked ESU to supply a self-
contained boxed unit. The scoreboard was fitted with 10”
electromechanical digits and together with the solar panel was installed
by ESU engineers during the last week of March.

CONTACT US TO ARRANGE A NO OBLIGATION DEMONSTRATION
Tel: 01376 322030 - email: info@electronicscoreboardunits.com

Studley Royal CC

New home for SRCC repeater board!

Look out for the latest news on our website
www.electronicscoreboardunits.com

Follow us on twitter
@esuscoreboards
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Birkby Rose Hill CC

Riaz Iqbal contacted ESU in late 2011 to ask advice about building a scorebox at his Huddersfield club. He
had seen a picture of Henley CC scorebox on the ESU website which was just what he was looking for. ESU
provided the club with drawings to enable them to apply for planning permission in the first instance. Once
this was received, and following discussions and site meetings, the final design and layout was agreed. The
scorebox was quite shallow, with the rear wall being built from brick, which meant that the fascia needed to
accessible from the front of the box to allow the electronic kit to be installed. ESU came up with a design for
the fascia which divided it into three hinged panels to accommodate both the desired scoreboard layout
and allow the digits to be fitted. The new scorebox was completed in mid-April in plenty of time for the
club’s first match of the season.

Fives and Heronians CC - Out with the Old!

Fives and Heronians CC had been considering replacing their existing scoreboard and having heard about
ESU’s recent installations in Essex their club captain asked for a representative to come to the club to ex-
plore their options.  Following a demonstration of the equipment, measurements were taken to ensure that
the required layout could be accommodated. The club captain, Ben Britton, is an experienced carpenter, so
ESU provided him with drawings and instructions to allow him to construct the fascia and fit the anti-glare
polycarbonate. ESU have carpenters who can construct the fascia for clubs, but as most clubs have members
with the necessary skills they  often choose to do this themselves and so save some money. With the fascia
completed, ESU fitted the  electronic kit some six weeks after the initial contact with the club.
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